
The Puddle Dock neighborhood near Temple Israel was home to many Jewish families who immigrated to New Hampshire around the turn of the 

19th century. One of the many traditions that these Jewish immigrants brought to the U.S. was ritual immersion in the mikveh. Some mikvot were 

built in private households, other members of the Jewish community observed the ritual on nearby beaches, and at least one mikveh was 

constructed for community use in the Puddle Dock neighborhood. Although this mikveh had been mentioned in oral histories, the house it was 

built in is no longer standing and there was no documentation of the mikveh. Now the neighborhood is part of Strawbery Banke Museum, an 

outdoor history museum. In the summer of 2014, a crew of ten Strawbery Banke archaeologists, volunteers, and field school students set out to 

locate and document the mikveh and its source of “living” water. 

What are the requirements of a mikveh? 

A mikveh is a Jewish bath used for ritual cleansing. The water source for a 

mikveh must be a naturally occurring source of water: either spring water, 

rainwater, or melted snow or ice, which must flow into the bath. A mikveh must 

be built into the ground or into an integral part of a building; it cannot be a  

removable vessel like a tub or barrel. The mikveh must be made of materials 

which are not prone to biblical uncleanness. The minimum amount of water is 

40 Se’ah, or about 200 gallons. A mikveh requires that the ratio of drawn (or 

tap) water to natural flowing water cannot exceed 0.52 gallons, unless it holds 

more than 264.2 gallons, it will be valid as long as it is “kissed” by naturally-
flowing water.  

In urban settings like Portsmouth, rainwater may qualify as naturally flowing as 

long as it ran over a length of earth and was collected in a reservoir called a 

bor. There are three standard configurations for the bor. The first is called bor 

al gabai bor or “pit above pit,” where the floor of the immersion pool is also 

the ceiling of the bor and openings in this divider allow for the intermingling of 

the waters. The second is hashakah or “kissing,” in which the bor is built 

beside the immersion pool and an opening beneath the water connects the two 

chambers. The last is zriah or “sowing,” where the opening between the pool 

and the bor is above the water line and the water pool runs through the bor and 

down into the pool. 

Who owned this house? 

  
Deed research and historic maps showed that the small 

house at 90 Jefferson Street where the mikveh was on a 

plot behind 96 Jefferson Street and was built between 

1898 and 1911. Melvin and Georgie Gould bought the 

plot in 1911 and then sold the small house to Kate Levi, 

Rose Cohen, and Max Gelman in 1912. The Portsmouth 

Herald (Nov. 11, 1912) noted that the building was sold to the Hebrew Ladies’ Society. 

The newspaper also mentions that the house will be reserved for Harry Liberson, who 

was Temple Israel’s Rabbi and Cantor. He also taught Hebrew, was a shohet and a mohel, 

and opened the first kosher butcher shop in Portsmouth. Rabbi Liberson was also likely 

serving as the mikveh attendant. Portsmouth City Directories confirm that Liberson was 

living at 90 Jefferson Street in the 1910s.  

Levi, Cohen, and Gelman were all members of the Jewish immigrant community, and 

they sold the house to Temple Israel in 1923. It was subsequently owned by different 

Jewish community members (Frank Moskwa, Harry and Sadie Bratter, and Arthur and 

Sam Tawbe) before the Pecunies family bought the house in 1939. John and Emma 

Pecunies, and their children Ronnie and Kay lived at 90 Jefferson Street at Puddle Dock 

from 1939 until the 1960s. The house was leveled during Urban Renewal.  

How did we know there was a mikveh here? 

The museum archives include various oral histories about Jewish life in Puddle Dock. 

Ida Zeidmann, who lived at Puddle Dock in the early 20th century, was interviewed in 

1977. When asked about baths, she answered, “Jewish people have a custom. Before the 

girls marry, and once a month, they were to go... similar to a Baptismal... They built a 

little cement insertion, they'd walk down some stairs. It was on Jefferson Street.” 

Another oral history from Frances Liberson Leavitt (Harry’s daughter) mentioned that 

“On Jefferson Street there were two houses and then one was set back, owned by the 

temple… they had a beautiful mikveh there…and that’s where everybody went… It was 

built from the floor level and then you had steps going down.  It’s tile… like a pool… 

water was warm.” 

These oral histories confirmed the existence of the mikveh, but not exactly where in the 

house it was. Ronnie Pecunies, grew up in the house, visited the site several times to 

relate his memories of the house and the neighborhood. He remembered the mikveh 

being in the eastern half of the basement.  
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How did archaeologists find the mikveh? 

The memories and stories attached to a place are invaluable to archaeologists, 

but technology offers us additional methods to augment our knowledge. A 

geophysical survey was performed on the site using a method of shallow 

geophysics called electro-magnetometry (EM). Most minerals possess a certain 

level of magnetism, and an object’s thermal history can affect those levels as 

well. In the case of bricks, the minerals in the clay used to make them have 

magnetic signatures different from the soil where they are placed. Firing the 

clay increases the conductivity of the bricks. So in the readout from the EM 

survey of the site, the location of the buried mikveh bricks was clear. Aligning 

the EM results with current aerial photos of the site and a 1910 insurance map 

that showed the house’s location, it was apparent that the mikveh was actually 

located in the western half of the basement and not the eastern half. In response 

to the geophysical survey, the archaeology crew opened another unit in the 

western part of the basement and as it turns out, that’s where the mikveh was.  

Before uncovering the mikveh, we encountered clean, gravelly sand that was 

brought to the site to fill in the foundation after the house was torn down in the 

1960s, as well as architectural fragments including nails, painted wooden 

boards, asphalt shingles, and window glass.  After a few days on site, we 

uncovered fragments of white glazed bricks. Soon a row of bricks in course 

was uncovered and we expanded the excavation to reveal the floor of the 

mikveh.  

 

We received many questions from visitors about whether the site would remain 

open so that the mikveh would be visible to future museum visitors. But the 

best way to protect and conserve an archaeological resource is to backfill, or 

rebury the site to reestablish a stable environment for archaeological resources, 

including exposed features and unexcavated artifacts, so the mikveh has been 

reburied. 

What was this mikveh like? 

The buff-bodied, white enameled bricks that made up the mikveh were made by Sayre 

& Fisher Co., a brick company in Sayreville, New Jersey. An 1895 catalog of their 

bricks contains the white enameled bricks that line the mikveh at Strawbery Banke, 

along with a description that they were especially adapted for “swimming tanks.”  

 

We uncovered a small cistern-like 

structure adjacent to and extending along 

the entire length of the mikveh’s southern 

wall. It is likely that this is the bor and 

that this was a hashakah or “kissing” bor 

configuration. Unfortunately, its walls 

were destroyed along with those of the 

mikveh when the house was demolished, 

so if this was the reservoir used to collect 

rainwater, the opening that would have 

allowed for the intermingling of the 

waters no longer exists. However, the 

floor of this structure is made of cement, 

a common practice in bor construction. 

The cement was built into the ground 

and therefore was also considered part of 

the earth, thus qualifying the collected 

rainwater as naturally flowing. 

A photo of the front of the house and measurements of the foundation footprint suggest 

that the ground floor was about 3' above the current ground surface. As the mikveh floor 

was rediscovered 2' below the ground surface, the mikveh must have been about 5' 

deep. As the excavation revealed the dimensions of the floor of the mikveh were 4' x 

5'6", this mikveh would have held over 900 gallons of water.  

This drawing interprets the mikveh, which one would have entered through a doorway 

on the ground floor. It includes a window shown in another historical photo of the back 

of the house and the seven steps typical of mikvot, which would have been built over 

the bor in this case. A hole in the wall below these stairs would have allowed rainwater 

from the bor to flow into the mikveh.  

 


